Credits

Project: Tenant Fit-out for Homburger, Prime Tower, Zurich, Switzerland

Address: Hardstrasse 201
CH - 8005 Zurich, Switzerland

Spatial Programme: Law Firm Homburger, 25th to 35th Floor

Commission: 2007

Planning/Construction: 2010 - 2011

Client: Swiss Prime Site AG, Olten

Client's Representative: Perolini Baumanagement AG, Zurich

Architecture: Annette Gigon / Mike Guyer, Architects, Zurich

Collaborators:
Stefan Thommen (Team Manager), Raffaela Bisceglia, Karla Pilz, Alex Zeller

Contractor: ARGE Prime Tower
Losinger Construction AG und Karl Steiner, Zurich

Gross Floor Area (SIA 416):
Prime Tower: 12'610 m2 (Cubus: 2'483 m2)

Useful Area (SIA 416):
Prime Tower: 10'113 m2 (Cubus: 2'020 m2)

Structural Engineer: Walt + Galmarini AG, Zurich

Electrical Engineer: Hefti Hess Martignoni AG, Zurich

Heating/Cooling/Building Automation: PB P. Berchtold AG, Sarnen

Ventilation: Hans Abicht AG, Zurich

Plumbing/Sprinklers: GRP Ingenieure, Rotkreuz

Photography: Thies Wachter, Zurich